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I. INTRODUCTION .4m ~OTh’rIO~ 
DEFISITION 1.1. Let G be a group and a be a cardinal number, 01 > 3. 
An a-series of G is a well ordered ascending series of subgroups of G, 
ECG,C -0. C G, C .*. C G, :-= G such that 
(i) for all 7 < o, [GT+I : G,] << OL, 
(ii) G, = u (GB 1 p < T>, if T is a limit ordinal. 
In the preceding definition, the ordinal number D is called the length of 
the series. 
DFIWITION 1.2. Let 01 be a cardinal number, o( 3 3. A group G is an 
F(ol) group if G possesses an cl-series. 
Of particular interest is the case (Y == ~,.F(rt,) are calledf-groups by Dixon 
in [l]. 
In II, elementary properties of the classes F(ct) arc given. Among these 
properties is 
THEOREM 2.3. If  (LY, p) is a pair of cardinal numbers with 3 < OL < /3, 
(~9 8) -f (4, 51, then F(a) f F(P). 
In III, relations between the class F(N,) and other well known classes of 
groups are discussed. In particular, theorems 3.7 and 3.8 deal with locally 
nilpotent and locally supersolvable groups. 
IV deals with the existence of 01 series in permutation groups. 
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V is devoted to an example showing that locally finite groups are not 
contained in any of the classes J’(a). 
Let G be a group and A be a subgroup of G. [G : A] means the index of A 
in G. Corec(A) is the intersection of all the conjugates of A in G. NG(A) is 
the normalizer of A in G. 
Let A and B be groups. A 1 B denotes the standard restricted wreath 
product of A and B [4: p. 2 151. 
In the sequel, the term cardinal number will mean cardinal number 
greater than 2. 
II. 
THEOREM 2.1, Let CY be a cardinal number. The class F(a) is closed under 
the taking of subgroups, quotient groups and extensions. Further, in any group, 
a subgroup generated 6y normal subgroups in the class F(a) is again in the class 
F(a)* 
Proof. The first part of the theorem can be proved using standard 
arguments. We prove only the second part. 
Let G be a group and (A, 1 y E I’> be a collection of normaI F(a) subgroups 
of G. Assume I’ is well ordered and define groups (B, ; y E r) by 
B, = A,, B,, = u (B, j 7 < y] if y is a limit ordinal: 
B,, = A,B,,, if y is not a limit ordinal. 
Then for all y E r, B,,,,/B, = A,+,Bv,lB, N A,,l/A,+l n B,, Ed. Thus, 
(B, 1 y E T) has an ascending normal series of subgroups with factors in 
F(a). Making the obvious interpolations shows that <B., 1 y E r) is in F(a). 
Since (A, ] y E r) = (BY ) y E r), the proof is complete. 
Theorem 2.1 shows that the classes F(a) are radical classes in the sense of 
Kurosh [2]- Accordingly, every group G has a unique maximum normal 
F(a) subgroup II. Further, G/H has no non-E normaI F(a) subgroups. 
The group H will be called the F(S) radical of G and wiII be denoted by 
f (G, 4. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let E be an infinite cardinal number and G a group of order w.+ 
(the successor of a), If G is an F(a) group with a-series 
thm there exists T < 0 such that o(GJ = a. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let (Y be an in.nite cardinal number and ~1+ be the successor 
of ~1. If  G is the free group of rank CX+, then G is in the class F(oi+) but is not in 
the class F(a). 
Proof. Let G be free of rank a+, and let X = {xv / q~ E R} be a free 
generating set of G. Well order R so that its’ ordinal number is the smallest 
of cardinality &. Define groups H, for v E R by H, = (xU I TV < 9). Then 
o(H,) 7 o(v) for infinite ~JI and accordingly the chain 
E C HI C .a* C Ir, C *.a C G 
is an OL- chain of G. 
We now show that G $F(a). 
Case 1: OL - K,. Suppose GE F( x,). S’ mce F(Ec,) is subgroup closed, the 
infinite cyclic group is in the classF(N,). This is a contradiction. 
Case 2: iy > N,. Suppose GEF(u) and let ECG,C***CG,C***CG 
be an a-series of G. By Lemma 2.1, there exists T such that o(Gr) = 0~. 
For each g E G, let h( g) .= (x0 / IJI E R, x, occurs in the reduced form of g}. 
If H C G, define h(H) = u (h(g)\ g E H}. Since o(G,) = 01, it follows that 
o(h(G,)) := o(. In particular, k(G,) # X. There exists a first /3 such that 
h(G,) $ h(G,). It is easily shown that /3 is not a limit ordinal. xow o(Ga) - 
o(G,-,) := a since o(h(G,-,)) = (Y. Let z E h(G,)\h(G,-,). xow, there exists 
zc E Gfj such that z E h(u). Write u; = yzq where y and q are in reduced form 
and z 4 h(y). Let r and s be distinct elements of GBel . Then wlr-%w --; 
q-lz--ly--*r-lsyxq. Now, z 6 h(y-lr-*sy) and since Y--Q # e, y++y # e. 
Thus, z E h(w-lr-lsw) and it follows that w-~Y-%w $ GBdl. Thus sw and rw 
determine distinct left cosets of Gael in GO . Thus, [G, : Ga.J = OL which is 
a contradiction. 
THEOREM 2.3. If (a, ,!3) is a pair of cardinal numbers -&th /3 > r~ and 
(a, B) # (4,5), then W # F(B). 
PYOOf. 
Case 1: OL and p are both infinite. This is precisely Theorem 2.2. 
Case 2: CL finite and /3 infinite. Let G be the alternating group on the 
positive integers. The chain E C Alt(2) C *** C Alt(n) C a** C G shows that 
G ~FP%l CF(P). 
Let k be any finite integer and suppose that G E F(k). Since Alt(k) C G, 
Ah(k) EF(k). But for k >, 5, Ah(k) is simple. Accordingly, Ah(k) has no 
subgroups of index s where 2 .< s < k - 1 (if this were the case, .41t(k) 
could be represented on the left cosets of this subgroup, and the kernel of this 
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representation would be a non-trivial normal subgroup of Ah(k). This is 
a cont~di~ion. 
Case 3: OL and /3 are both finite. Suppose first that OL > 4. Then Alt(or) E 
F(or + l)\F(ar) by the same argument given above. Consider the pair (3,4). 
Alt(4) &7(4)\$‘(3). 
Remmk, The ciasses F(4) and F(5) coincide for finite groups. To see 
this, suppose that G E F(5) and that G is finite. Then G has a finite series 
E =- G,, C G1 C 1.. C G, = G with [Gi.,, : G{] < 4. It follows that 
o(G) = 2’3’. By Burnsides theorem, G is solvable. Since G has a normal 
series with factors of order 2 or 3, G E F(4). 
III. 
THEOREM 3.1. If a 6 N, , every F(or) groufi is locally finite. 
Proof. Let G EF(~) and let ECG,C***CG,C*-*CG, = G be an 
a-chain of G. The theorem is proved by induction on U. The cases u = 1 
and CT a limit ordinal are easy and will be omitted. If u is not a limit ordinal, 
[G : G,-,] is finite and consequently [G : Core&GO-J] is finite. Since G,-, is 
locally finite, Coreo(G,,J is locally finite. Since the class of locally finite 
groups is closed under extensions, G is locally finite. 
We have the following partial converse. 
THEOREM 3.2. E-zmy co~i~ta~ie locally j&&e group is in the ciass F(x,). 
That Theorem 3.2 can not be extended to non-countable groups will be 
shown in section IV. 
THEOREM 3.3. 
a) mery periodic FC grortp is ilr the class F(N,) (for tie ~e~~it~ of a FC 
group, see [4: p. 4411). 
b) mery FC group is in the class F(N,). 
Proof. 
a) Let G be a periodic FC group. Then G is locally normal [4: p. 443]. 
Suppose f(G, 8,) # G. Since G/f(G, N,,) is tocaily normal, Gfl(G, NO) has 
a nontrivial finite normal subgroup R/f (G, R,). Since F(N,) is closed under 
extensions, R EF(&,) which is a contradiction. 
b) Let G be an FC group. Then G’ is a periodic FC group [4 : p. 4421. 
By part (a) G’ E Ii’{&,) C F(N,). Since G/G’ is a homomorphic image of a free 
abelian group, G/G’ E F(x,). Hence G E F(N,). 
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THEOREM 3.4. 
a) Every SN*-group is in the class F(K,). 
b) Every periodic SW-group is in the class F(N,) (for the definition of an 
SN*-group, see [3: p. 1831). 
Proof. 
a) Let G be an abelian group. Then G is the homomorphic image of a 
free abelian group. Accordingly, G has an &-series. Using this fact and 
the obvious interpolations, it is clear that every SN*-group is in tho class 
WA. 
b) This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.3. 
COROLLARY 3.1. The classes F(N) are not closed under the taking of 
unrestricted direct products. 
Proof. Since the direct product of finite groups need not bc periodic, 
F(m) is not direct product closed for 01 < H, . Since every nilpotent group is 
an SP-group, every nilpotent group is in the class F(x,). So, if 01 > N, , 
every nilpotent group is in F(or). If F( a were closed under the taking of ) 
unrestricted direct products, F(U) would be a variety of groups by a well 
known thcorcm of Birkoff. But any variety of groups containing all the 
nilpotent groups is the variety of all groups [5: p. 1851. In view of Theorem 
2.2, F(U) is not direct product closed for cz 3 X, . 
THEOREM 3.5. Let G E F( K,) and A he a finite subgroup of G. Let 
EC G, C **a C G, C e.0 C G,, = G be a HO-series for G and for 7 < 0, de@ne 
L, == n{G,“la~A}. Then the series ECL,C***CL,C***CL, = G is 
an &,-series (possibly with repetitions) such that for all r < u, A C N(L,). 
Further, EC A C AL, C *** C AL, C a** C .4L, = G is an &-series. 
Proof. Since A is finite, [L,,l : L7] is finite. 
Suppose T is a limit ordinal and let s EL, . Then x E G,” for all a E A and 
hence xa E u (GB I /3 < T} for all a E A. Since A is finite, there exists /3 < 7 
such that ti E Gs for all a E A. Thus, s E n (G,” / a E A) -: LB . 
It follows that L, C u {L, 1 p < 7). The inclusion u {L, 1 p < T} CL, is 
obvious. Hence L, = u {LO 1 p < T> and the series 
ECL,C...CZ+C...CL, = G 
is an K, series for G with the desired properties. 
The second assertion follows immediately from the first. 
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DEFINITION 3. I. Let G be an F(a) group. The a-type of G is the minimal 
length among the lengths of all the a-series of G. 
TIIEOREM 3.6. If G is an infinite El,, group, the N,, type of G is a limit 
ordinal. 
Proof. Obviously, G has an rt,-series of length o + 1 where D is a limit 
ordinal. Suppose c + 1 is the N,, type of G, and let 
be an &,-series of length u + 1. Since [Gn+I : Core,o,l(G,)] < N, , we may 
suppose without loss of generality that GO Q GO.,, . Let {x1 ,..., xn} be a 
transversal of G, in G,,., , and let X = (x1 ,..., x,). Since G is locally finite, 
X is finite. By Theorem 3.5, there is an &-series 
ECL, C -a* CL, C ..* CL,,, = G 
such that for r < (Z + 1, XC N(L,). Since GO 4 G,.-, , it follows from 
the definition of the L,‘s that G, = I,, . Thus G := XL, and the X,-series 
ECXCXL,C...CXL,C...CXL, = G has length CF or less. This is 
a contradiction, and the length of G must be a limit ordinal. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let G be a locally nilpotent group. Then G EF(KJ if and 
only if G is a periodic SW+-group. 
Proof. Let GEF(N,) and ECG,C*-*CG,C*-*CG, = G be an K,- 
series for G. Then for 7 < U, [G,,, : Core,,JG,)] is finite. Hence 
G,+&oreGT+l(GT) is nilpotent. Consequently, there is a finite normal series 
from G, to G,,, with abelian factors. The obvious interpolation in the given 
x,-series shows that G is an S-F-group. 
The converse is Theorem 3.4(b). 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let G be a locally supersolvable group. Then G E F(N,) 
if and only if G is a periodic SW-group. 
Proof. Let G EF(xJ. Since G is locally supersolvable, G’ is locally 
nilpotent (this follows easily from the fact that the derived group of a super- 
solvable group is nilpotent). By Theorem 3.7, G’ is SW. 
The following example will show that the preceding theorem and corollary 
can not be extended to locally solvable groups. 
&AMPLE 3.1. Let G be a group and x, y E G. Define [y, IX] ==y-l~-ry~. 
If n is a positive integer, n > 2, define [y, m] = [[v, (n - 1) x], x]. x is 
called a left G Engel element if y E G implies there exists a positive integer 
n = n(y) such that [y, ns] = e. 
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Let i PI ,..., p, ,... ) be an enumeration of the primes. Let G, = J,, 
(the cyclic group of order pl). If n is a positive integer, n > 2, define 
G, = J,, 1 G,-, . Let G := ufr G, . Then G is a locally solvable, locally 
finite countable group. By Theorem 3.2, G E F(N,). 
Suppose G is an SW-group and let E C R, C **- C R, C *++ be an SW- 
series of G. Let e # x E R, . It is easily verified that x is a left G Engel 
element. There is a first integer n such that x E G, . Thus, x is a left G,+t 
Engel element. Since G,+, is a finite group, x is in the Fitting subgroup of 
G,+1 [5: p. 2i2]. But the Fitting subgroup of G,il = JQh 1 G, is the base 
group of the Wreath product 14: p. 2205 Since the intersection of the base 
group and G, is E, we have a contradiction. Thus, G is not an SN*-group. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let G E F(Q. G is locally supersolvable if and only if 
ecery X0-series E C G, C -a* C G, C --a C G, = G can be refined to aa &,-series 
ECH,C...CH,C...CH,=G~~ereforall6 <~,[H,.,.,:r’c,];saprime. 
Proof. Suppose G is locally supersolvable and let 
be an ?+eries of G. Then for all 7 < u, G,,.,/Coreoi+l(G,) is a finite super- 
solvable group. Let X = G,+,/Core 
subgroups G,JX = RJXC RI/XC 
G,+z(G,) and consider a maximal chain of 
--- C R,/X = GT+l/X. By a well known 
theorem on supersolvabfe groups [4: p. I%], [Rfifl : Rk] is a prime for 
0 < k < n - 1. The obvious interpolation in the series 
ECG,C--CG,C--CC;, = G 
gives a series of the desired form. 
Suppose G has the refinement property given in the hypothesis and let 
A be a finitely generated subgroup of G. By Theorem 3.1, A is finite. Let B 
be a maximal proper subgroup of A. By Theorem 3.5, there is an &-series 
ofGoftheformECBC/lC *.a C G. The refinement property stated above 
shows that [A : B] is a prime. By a theorem of Huppert, (4 : p. 2261, A is 
supersolvable, and it follows that G is locally supersolvable. 
IV. 
We begin this section with some definitions. A permutation group is a pair 
(S, G) where S is a set and G is a group of permutations on S, Let a E S and 
let aG = (ag i g E Gf. An orbit of (S, G) is a subset of S of the form aG. Let 
g E G and define u(g) = (s E S ( sg f s>. Let a: be an infinite cardina1 
number and define Sym(S, o) = ( g E Sym(S)J o(u( g)) < ~41. 
We shall need the following lemma which appears in [4: p. 3011. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let a be an infinite cardinal number. If (S, G) is a transitive 
subgrotdp of Sym(S, (Y), a 3 o(S), and H 2 an intransitive subgroup of G, 
then [G : H] > o(S). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let a be an infinite cardinal number. If (S, G) is a transitive 
subgroup of Sym(S, a) where o(S) 2 iy+, then G $F(or). 
Proof. Suppose G has an a-series EC Gl C ***CG,C *+*C G, = G. 
We first show the existence of a y < (T such that (S, G,) has an orbit of 
cardinality a. Suppose that this is not the case. Since (S, G) is transitive, 
(S, G) has an orbit of cardinality e-i-. Thus, there exists a first ordinal r such 
that (S, G,) has an orbit of cardinality (Y +. Suppose r is a limit ordinal, and 
let aG, be such that o(aG,) = a+. Then aG, = a(u {Ge I /3 < T}) = 
u {uGB i p < r}. For each /3 < r, o(aG,) < a by the above assumption. 
Therefore, o(G,) < a which is a contradiction. Hence, r is not a limit 
ordinal. 
Let T be a right transversal of G,-r in G, . Then o(T) < a. Let aG, be an 
orbit of G, such that o(aG,) = a+. Then o(aG,) = o(aG,-,) o(T). Since 
o(aG,-,) < a, o(aGJ < a which is a contradiction. 
Thus, there exists y such that (S, G,,) has an orbit aG, of cardinality a. 
Since o(S) > a+, aG,, f S. S o, there exists a first ordinal IJI such that 
aG, E aG, . Clearly, 9 is not a limit ordinal. Now (aG, , GJ is transitive, 
and (a% , C-J is an intransitive subgroup of (aG, , Gq). Lemma 4.1 implies 
that [G, : G,-,] > (Y which is a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 4.1. If a > N, , then Alt(a) 4 F(K,). 
In view of Corollary 4.1, we pose the following question. Is there an 
uncountable simple group in the class F( it,) ? 
V. 
This entire section is devoted to an example showing that locally finite 
groups are not contained in any of the classes F(a). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let G = A 1 B, A # E and let R be an infinite subgroup 
of B. Then N,-(R) C B. 
Proof. Let D be the base group of A 1 B, d E D, b E B. Suppose that 
db E No(R). Then Rd C B which implies that rd E B for all r E R. Thus, 
for all r E R, d-ld’-l E B. Hence, for all r E R, d = d’. 
Let Q = {b E B ) d(b) # e}. If Q is empty, d = e and we are done. If 
Q is not empty, let b EQ and suppose that o(Q) = n. Let {rl ,..., r,,l} be a 
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subset of R. Then r;‘b,..., Y ;.t,b are distinct elements of Q which is a contra- 
diction. Thus, d = e and the proof is complete. 
Let p be a prime and define Hr = J,(j, is the cyclic group of order p). 
If u is not a limit ordinal, define H,, = J, \ H,,-, : If u is a limit ordinal, 
define H, = v  {He I/3 < u}. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let G = H, for some ordinal u. Zf A is an infinite subgroup 
of G and A C H, for some 01 < u, then N,(A) C H, . 
Proof. Suppose there exists x E No(A)\,H= . There is a first ordinal /3 
such that x E HO. ,!I is not a limit ordinal, and (Y < /3. Thus A C He-, and 
NGB(A) C He.., by Lemma 5.1. This is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 5.3. o(H,) = o(u) if u is infinite. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 01~ be an infinite cardinal number, (Y* = 2”, 01~ = W. 
For i -.= 1, 2, 3 let Si be the first ordinal of cardinazity cti . Thm Hi, 6 F(a,). 
Proof. Let G = H;, and suppose G has a q-series 
ECG,C.-CG,C--CGe L-G. 
There exists a first ordinal 7 such that o(G,) = (us by Lemma 2.1. By Lemma 
5.3. and the fact that cY3 is a limit ordinal there exists S < &a such that 
G,CH,. 
Now [G,,, : G,] -< 01~ which implies that the number of conjugates of 
G, in G+r is less than OCR . Thus [G, ;I : Coreo7 -,-, (G7)] < 2a1 = o~z . Since 
o(G,,,) = a, , we must have o(CoreCTil(G7)) =: % . Also, Coreo,+r(G,) C Ii, . 
By Lemma 5.2, G,+r C H6. 
We now show by induction that for all X, 7 < rr < fl that G, C Ii,. 
This assertion has been proved for n = 7 + 1 and the case where ‘in is a limit 
ordinal is trivial. Suppose r is not a limit ordinal. Then G,-, C H, and 
since o(HJ = o(S) < ~5 (see Lemma 5.3), o(G,-,) < ~1~. Repeating the 
argument given above shows that G, C II, . Since 6 < ua , we have a contra- 
diction. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Zf (Y is an infinite cardinal number, there emits a locally 
Jinite p-group G such that G $F(.z). 
Proof. The group G in the preceding theorem is a locally finite p-group. 
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